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Gauge Mounts
Gauge Clamps
Helps prevent gauge breakage!

� Reusable � Packaged: Individually
� Anodized Aluminum � Small bore tubing connection

#GZ-BE 148-5-2.5

Gauge Clamp

� For equipment requiring
1” to 2-1/2” opening

� Mounts rear 1/4” NPT
threaded gauges securely

to poles, incubators,

ventilators, etc.

#GZ-BE 148-5-2

Gauge Pole Clamp

� For poles from 3/4” to
1-1/2” diameter

� Mounts rear 1/4” NPT
threaded gauges

securely to poles

REUSABLE

#GZ-BE 148-5-3.5

Gauge Clamp

� For equipment requiring
2-1/2” to 3-1/2” opening

� Mounts rear 1/4” NPT
threaded gauges securely

to poles, incubators,

ventilators, etc.

#GZ-BE 148-5-1

Gauge Pole Clamp

� For poles from 3/4” to
1-1/2” diameter

� Mounts rear 1/4” NPT
threaded gauges

securely to poles

#GZ-RB 004

Gauge Rail Clamp

� Mounts rear 1/4” NPT
threaded gauges securely

to rails

REUSABLE

REUSABLE

REUSABLE

REUSABLE

Gauge Covers
Unique clam shell design securely locks gauges in place. The ribbed design

provides maximum shock protection. Designed to fit all of the NS Series

Vacuum/Pressure Gauges and NIF Monitors.

Made of latex-free rubber.

Reusable - Sold-individually

#GZ-NS-GC

Gauge Covers assure you

that Vacuum/Pressure

Gauges and NIF

Monitors will have 

the highest level 

of protection from 

falls, drops, vibrations, 

and other shocks.

Gauge not 
included

Openings for 

rear and bottom 

connections

Latex-Free!

Locking 

ring

Shock

absorbing

ribbed design

� Gauges fit snugly 

and are quickly and 

easily inserted

� Gauges remain 

upright and easy 

to view

� Can be placed on a 

variety of surfaces

� Non-skid rubber feet

keep Gauge Stand 

from moving

� Gauge not included

Model #:  #GZ-NS-GS Gauge Stand

Length:  Top 3-1/16” — Bottom 3”

Height:  4”

Depth:  3-1/2”

Weight:  29.9g (without gauge)

Material:  Polypropylene

Other:  Non-skid rubber feet

Fits:  Instrumentation Industries, Inc.

NS Series -PBR, -PBS, -TRR, & -TRS

Gauges and Monitors

NNEEWW!!



Gauges/Magnehelic
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Mounting. A single case

size is used for most

ranges of Magnehelic

gauges. They can be

flush or surface mounted

with standard hardware

supplied. With the

optional FR-A-610 Pipe Mounting Kit they may be conveniently

installed on horizontal or vertical 1-1/4” - 2” pipe. Although

calibrated for vertical position many ranges above 1 inch may be

used at any angle by simply re-zeroing. However, for maximum

accuracy, they must be calibrated in the same position in which

they are used. These characteristics make Magnehelic gauges

ideal for both stationary and portable applications. A 4-9/16” hole 

is required for flush panel mounting. Complete mounting and

connection fittings plus instructions are furnished with each

instrument.

Magnehelic® Differential Pressure Gauges
Indicate low medical air or gas pressures-- positive,

negative or differential. Accurate within 2%. 81 Ranges

Standard Magnehelic Pressure Gauge has large easy- to-read 4” dial. Dimensions Standard Series 2000 Magnehelic® Pressure Gauges 

(Slightly different on medium and high pressure models)

Select the Dwyer Magnehelic® gauge for high accuracy -

guaranteed within 2% of full scale - and for the wide choice of 81

ranges available to suit your needs precisely. Using Dwyer’s

simple, frictionless Magnehelic® movement, it quickly indicates

low medical air or non-corrosive gas pressures - either positive,

negative (vacuum) or differential. The design resists shock,

vibration and over-pressures. No manometer fluid to evaporate,

freeze or cause toxic or leveling problems. It’s inexpensive, too.

Widely used to measure fan and blower pressures, filter resistance

medical air velocity, furnace draft, pressure drop across orifice

plates, liquid levels with bubbler systems and pressures in fluid

amplifier or fluidic systems. It also checks gas-medical air ratio

controls, and automatic valves, and monitors blood and respiratory

pressures in medical care equipment.

Model Number Range CM of Water

#FR-2000-15CM 0-15

#FR-2000-20CM 0-20

#FR-2000-25CM 0-25

#FR-2000-50CM 0-50

#FR-2000-80CM 0-80

#FR-2000-100CM 0-100

#FR-2000-150CM 0-150

#FR-2000-200CM 0-200

#FR-2000-250CM 0-250

#FR-2000-300CM 0-300

Zero Center Ranges

#FR-2300-4CM 2-0-2

#FR-2300-10CM 5-0-5

#FR-2300-30CM 15-0-15

**These ranges calibrated for total vertical scale position.

PHYSICAL DATA
Ambient temperature range: 20° to 140°F*

Rated total pressure - 20N Hg. to 15 psig.**

Over Pressure: Relief plug opens at approximately 25psig.

Connections: 1/8” NPT female high and low pressure taps

duplicated - one pair side and one pair back.

Housing: Die cast aluminum case and bezel, with acrylic cover.

Exterior finish is coated gray to withstand 168 hour salt spray

corrosion test.
Accuracy: ±2% of full scale (3% on  - O and 4% on - 00 ranges),
throughout range at 70°F.
Standard Accessories: Two 1/8” NPT plugs or duplicate pressure
taps, two 1/8” pipe thread to rubber tubing adapters, and three flush
mounting adapters with screws. (Mounting ring and snap ring retainer
substituted for 3 adapters in MP and HP gauge accessories.)
Weight: 1lb., 2 oz.

*  Low temperature models available as a special option.

** For applications with high cycle rate within gauge total 

pressure rating next higher rating is recommended.

Series 

2000
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Gauges/Patient Pressure

#GZ-NS30-TRS  

Gauge reads + 30cm H2O

in 1cm dial markings with 1/4”

NPT connection in rear.

#GZ-NS60-PBS  

Gauge reads + 60cm H2O

in 2cm dial markings with 1/8”

small bore tubing connection

on bottom..

#GZ-NS30-PBS

Gauge reads + 30cm H2O

in 1cm dial markings with 1/8”

small bore tubing connection

on bottom.

#GZ-NS60-TBS 

Gauge reads + 60cm H2O

in 2cm dial markings with 1/4”

NPT connection on bottom.

#GZ-NS60-TRS  

Gauge reads + 60cm H2O

in 2cm dial markings with 1/4”

NPT connection in rear.

#GZ-NS120-TRS 

Gauge reads + 120cm H2O

in 4cm dial markings with 1/4”

NPT connection in rear.

CUFF PRESSURE GAUGE

#04-660001 Cuff Pressure Gauge

#04-660565 Cuff Pressure Gauge tubing

CUFF PRESSURE MONITOR

GZNS-60-TRSCP
Cuff Pressure Monitor Assembly

(includes pressure gauge and

adapter)

GZ-BE1484
Cuff Pressure Monitor Adapter

for 1/4” NPT gauges

GZ-NS-60-TRS
Pressure Gauge

Syringe

To E.T Tube

GZ-BE1484 Cuff

Pressure adapter Syringe Check Valve

GZ-NS-60-TRS-CP

•  Avoid excessive cuff pressure

•  Simple, effective, economical




